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TRINIDAD® HARD ANTIFOULING
Trinidad products have a proven track record of dependable antifouling performance.

The active ingredient leaches out while the paint film stays mostly intact.

Trinidad XSR provides extreme antifouling 
protection in all waters and for every substrate. 
Trinidad XSR features a triple biocide package 
that prevents all growth at dock or underway and 
is safe on aluminum and all underwater metals. 
Trinidad XSR cures to a hard, durable finish that 
offers multi-season protection.

RED - 1690BLUE - 1290 GREEN - 1390 BLACK - 1890

Trinidad 75 has earned its reputation as one of 
the most respected names in the industry. 
Trinidad 75 harnesses the power of an extremely 
high load of cuprous oxide, to combat even the 
most extreme fouling conditions. Its durable, hard 
epoxy finish has excellent adhesion, and when left 
in the water, will provide years of dependable 
service. The antifoulant of choice for professional 
applicators everywhere.

RED - 1076FDBLUE - 1074FD GREEN - 1073FD SPECIAL BLACK - 1079FD

Trinidad PRO is the standard by which all bottom 
paints are measured. It remains the longest 
lasting, strongest antifouling paint available. 
Trinidad PRO provides unprecedented resistance 
to all fouling. Its hard protective coating has 
excellent adhesion, and withstands the toughest 
abuse. Left in the water, it will provide years of 
dependable service.

RED - 1086FDBLUE - 1082FD GREEN - 1083FD BLACK - 1088FD

Trinidad HD provides excellent, long lasting 
protection, even under the toughest antifouling 
conditions. Trinidad HD provides dependable 
in-water antifouling protection while meeting the 
330 gram per liter VOC regulations. Trinidad HD 
does not require movement and works equally as 
well at the dock or underway. Its durable, hard, 
modified epoxy finish has excellent adhesion, and 
is highly abrasion resistant. A good choice for 
powerboat or sailboat use in tropical and other 
warm waters where extreme fouling exists.

RED - 1671BLUE - 1271 GREEN  - 1371 BLACK - 1871

ODYSSEY® MULTI-SEASON ABLATIVE ANTIFOULING
Odyssey solvent-based antifouling paints wear away with use, exposing new biocides.

Odyssey Triton delivers exceptional, multi-season, 
tri-biocide performance by combining the proven 
reliability of Copper Thiocyanate, the impressive 
strength of ECONEA®, and the versatile organic 
boosting biocide Zinc Omadine. This combination 
makes Odyssey Triton effective against all types of 
fouling found in the harshest of marine 
environments.

BLUE - 1299 GREEN - 1399 RED - 1699 BLACK - 1899 WHITE - 1199

Odyssey 60 delivers exceptional, multi-season, 
performance against fouling by offering the 
highest copper content in an ablative available. 
With significantly more copper than many 
competitors’, Odyssey 60 offers stronger 
protection at a better value. Fast dry technology 
provides quick turnaround and increased 
production for all applicators.

RED - 1665BLUE - 1265 GREEN - 1365 BLACK - 1865

Odyssey HD multi-season antifouling combines 
controlled polishing ablative technology with a 
high copper content to provide a paint film strong 
enough to handle the tough marine environment 
from coast to coast. Odyssey HD is compatible 
over most finishes and will not build up over time, 
leaving running surfaces smooth and clean. 
Odyssey HD’s copolymer resins withstand hauling 
and relaunching without losing effectiveness for 
both power and sailboats.
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PEACE OF MIND PROTECTION
YOU CAN TRUST!

PETTIT PAINT’S HD (HULL DEFENSE)
LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE

INDUSTRY’S LEADING WARRANTY.

For more information, visit www.pettitpaint.com/HD
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TRINIDAD PRO
TRINIDAD 75
TRINIDAD HD

ODYSSEY 60
ODYSSEY HD TRINIDAD XSR

ODYSSEY TRITON

INDUSTRY’S LONGEST WARRANTY
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HRT® - HYBRID REACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
HRT features high density biocide utilization to maximize effectiveness by using biocide more effectively along with film 

modifiers to reduce build-up.

Premium HRT is a multi-season, high copper 
antifouling that uses the latest technology 
available to create a hybrid paint film strong 
enough to handle the tough marine environment 
without building up over time. Equally effective 
on both power and sailboats, Premium HRT 
provides excellent antifouling protection without 
the costs associated with high-end antifoulants. Its 
ease of use, impressive coverage, and attractive 
price tag make it an excellent choice for use as a 
boatyard’s “house paint.”

RED - 1619BLUE - 1219 GREEN - 1319 BLACK - 1819

Neptune HRT is a water-based antifouling that 
uses the latest technology available to create a 
hybrid paint film strong enough to handle the 
tough marine environment. Soap and water 
cleanup, along with no strong solvent smell, yields 
a user-friendly application. Neptune HRT does not 
require sanding between coats, saving time and 
money. With low VOC, it’s ideal for marinas under 
restrictions. Neptune HRT can be used over all 
previously painted surfaces.

RED - 1643BLUE - 1243 GREEN - 1343 BLACK - 1843

ECO HRT is a copper-free antifouling that 
uses the latest technology available to create 
a hybrid paint film strong enough to handle 
the tough marine environment without 
building up over time. ECO HRT’s smooth, 
durable paint surface wears away over time, 
eliminating paint film build-up and the need 
for sanding. This copper-free formula can be 
safely applied to all aluminum-hulled boats. 

It provides excellent antifouling protection and can be hauled and 
relaunched without any loss of effectiveness.

GRAY - 1300BLUE - 1200 BLACK - 1800

Unepoxy HRT is a seasonal antifouling that uses 
the latest technology available to create a hybrid 
paint film strong enough to handle the tough 
marine environment without building up over 
time. It is a dependable antifouling paint 
formulated to provide outstanding protection at a 
very affordable price. Its smooth, durable finish is 
able to withstand beaching, trailering, and 
season-long abuse.

RED - 1611BLUE - 1211 GREEN  - 1311 BLACK - 1811

HYDROCOAT® TECHNOLOGY ANTIFOULING
Hydrocoat water-based ablative paints have fewer VOC’s, no foul smell, and cleanup is simple with soap and water.

Hydrocoat withstands frequent trailering, beaching, and launching.

Hydrocoat Eco is a self-polishing, water-based 
ablative technology with organic ECONEA® 
biocide. Hydrocoat Eco utilizes the highest level 
of new metal-free ECONEA biocide available 
combined with a slime fighting inhibitor for 
unprecedented multi-season protection. This 
copper-free formula is compatible over almost all 
bottom paints and is safe for use on all substrates 
including steel and aluminum.

BLUE - 1204 GREEN - 1304 RED - 1604 BLACK - 1804 WHITE - 1104

Hydrocoat offers excellent multi-season 
protection against all types of fouling. Its 
innovative technology replaces the harsh solvents 
found in most bottom paints with water, resulting 
in an easier application and cleanup, with no 
heavy solvent smell. Hydrocoat’s ablative surface 
wears away with use, exposing fresh biocide while 
eliminating paint build-up and the need for 
sanding. Its unlimited dry time to launch allows for 
painting in the fall.

RED - 1640BLUE - 1240 GREEN - 1340 BLACK - 1840

UNDERWATER METAL PROTECTION

Prop Coat Barnacle Barrier® 1792 provides 
protection for bare metals including steel, 
stainless steel, cast iron, copper, bronze, 
galvanized steel, and lead. It forms an excellent 
bond to underwater metals and running gear, 
and inhibits corrosion on these surfaces. Prop 
Coat Barnacle Barrier’s smooth, hard surface will 
self-clean in service and can be used above or 
below the waterline. The dried film of Prop Coat 
contains the highest percentage of pure Zinc.

Running Gear Guardian™ is designed to 
prevent fouling on all underwater metal 
running gear such as propellers, trim tabs, 
propeller shafts and rudder, prop struts, sail 
drives, strainers, bow and stern thrusters, 
and other underwater metal or running gear 
by providing incredibly effective and 
long-lasting protection. Even low levels of 
fouling on running surfaces can cause 
efficiency losses up to 20% for any boat.

BLACK - 1870

Note: All swatch colors shown in this brochure are approximations of the actual paint color in the can.



ANTIFOULING SPEED COATINGS
Self-polishing surface that resists build-up and can be burnished to a porcelain-like racing finish. 

These paints provide highly effective, dual-biocide, multi-season protection against aggressive fouling and slime.

Black Widow® is the slickest, fastest, 
ultra-smooth burnishable racing finish available. 
Black Widow is easily burnishable to a metallic 
“gun-metal” shine. Black Widow makes an 
excellent paint for the bottom of any boat where 
speed is the number one priority, including 
racing sailboats, and high performance offshore 
powerboats.

DARK BLUE - 1269 BLACK - 1869

Black Widow contains four 
strong slickening agents: 
Molybdenum Disulfide, PTFE, 
Graphite and Silicon.

Vivid® offers the brightest colors, the blackest black 
and the whitest white available. Hybrid technology 
incorporates all the benefits of ablative and hard paints 
in one. Its hard, smooth surface withstands trailering 
and is easily burnished to a high performance racing 
finish. Vivid resists build-up and can be hauled and 
relaunched without repainting. Safe for use on properly 
primed aluminum.

BLUE - 1261WHITE - 1161 YELLOW - 1461

BLACK - 1861RED - 1661 GREEN - 1361

1 WHITE : 1 YELLOW 4 YELLOW : 1 WHITE 1 RED : 1 YELLOW 4 YELLOW: 1 RED 1 RED : 1 WHITE 1 RED : 4 WHITE 4 YELLOW : 1 BLUE 1 YELLOW : 1 BLUE

4 GREEN : 1 YELLOW 1 GREEN : 1 WHITE 1 BLUE : 4 WHITE 4 BLUE : 1 RED 1 BLUE : 1 RED 1 BLUE : 4 RED 4 WHITE : 1 BLACK 1 BLACK : 1 WHITE

4 WHITE : 1 YELLOW

4 BLUE : 1 YELLOW

Vivid Base Colors

Vivid Mixed Colors

EPOXY PRIMER BARRIER COAT

Pettit Protect® is a heavy duty, two component epoxy 
coating for use where maximum resistance to fresh or salt 
water is required. It reduces water absorption making it an 
excellent choice for osmotic blister prevention and repair. 
Its high-solids formula allows for quicker and easier 
application with fewer coats necessary for effective 
protection. It also offers dependable corrosion protection 
on all underwater metals.

WHAT MAKES PETTIT PROTECT DIFFERENT?

Pettit Protect
uses significantly

more of the
waterproofing

agent MICA.

• Faster and easier application
• Comprehensive gelcoat blister repair

and prevention
• Covers in 2 coats vs the competitions’

5 or 6 coats
• Exclusive low-VOC formula developedGRAY - 4700/4701 WHITE - 4100/4101

PETTIT PROTECT
2 LAYERS OF HIGH

CONCENTRATION MICA

FIBERGLASS

HIGH CONCENTRATION OF MICA
IMPENETRABLE PROTECTION

 
 
 
 
 

 

COMPETITOR
4 LAYERS OF LOW

CONCENTRATION MICA

FIBERGLASS

LOW CONCENTRATION OF MICA
WATER CAN PERMEATE THE LAYERS
MORE EASILY

 
 
 MICA, at the highest

concentration possible,
provides excellent

protection from
water intrusion.

PETTIT BOTTOM PAINT COMPATIBILITY CHART

HARD ANTIFOULING DURABLE ABLATIVE SOFT ABLATIVE MODIFIED ANTIFOULING FRESHWATER ANTIFOULING

This chart is intended 
as a guide only. 

Additional preparation 
may be involved due 
to condition and age 
of the substrate. For 

additional paints and 
other preparation 

information, contact us 
at 800-221-4466 or 

www.pettitpaint.com

Baltoplate
Black Widow®
Bottomkote Aqua
Bottom Pro Gold!
BottomShield
Defense
Vivid®
Epoxy Cop

Sharkskin
Talon
Trinidad® (All)
Tropikote
Ultra
Ultra-Kote
Unepoxy (All)
VC Offshore

Cukote
Hydrocoat® (All)
Horizons
Micron® CSC
Micron® Extra
Micron® Optima

Neptune 5
PCA Gold!
Trilux 33
Ultima® SR-40
Ultima® SR-60

Ablative Plus
AF-33
ACT
Aqua-One
Bottomkote NT
CPP
Micron® CF
Micron® Extra

Micron® Optima
Micron® WA
Monterey
Pacifica Plus™
Proguard Ablative
Smart Solution™
Super B Ablative
Ultima® Eco
Armor

Biocop TF*
Bottomkote Pro
Micron® 99*
Micron® 66*
Seamate

Ultima® SSA
Islands 44 TF*
Tropikote EX*
Island 44 Plus*
Biotin Plus*

FW 21
VC 17
SR 21
VMG

NEW BOTTOM PAINT
Black Widow®
Trinidad® (All)

Vivid®

EXISTING BOTTOM PAINT

ECO HRT®
Premium HRT®
Unepoxy HRT®

Odyssey® HD
Odyssey® 60

Odyssey® Triton
Hydrocoat®

Hydrocoat® ECO
Neptune HRT®

SAND & APPLY

SAND & APPLY

SAND & APPLY

LIGHT SAND & APPLY

HEAVY SAND & APPLY

LIGHT SAND & APPLY

LIGHT SAND & APPLY

POWER WASH & APPLY

REMOVE

LIGHT SAND & APPLY

SAND & APPLY

LIGHT SAND & APPLY

REMOVE

SAND & APPLY

HEAVY SAND & APPLY

SAND & APPLY

REMOVE

REMOVE

REMOVE

SAND & APPLY

*Tin copolymer paints and modified antifouling paints (SPC technology) should be sealed with a coat of 
6627 Tie Coat Primer. Allow to dry 4 hours and apply new antifouling paint.

CLEANERS & DEWAXERS

Bio-Blue Hull Surface Prep 92 is a powerful 
blend of cleaning agents and silica grit that 
de-waxes, etches, cleans, and prepares bare 
fiberglass for painting, regardless of the boat’s 
age. This solvent-free product is designed to 
provide an easy and trouble-free method of 
removing unwanted contaminants, grease, wax, 
dirt, and mold release agents from fiberglass 
surfaces prior to painting.
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